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it may offer no clear-cut solutions, it does grapple for the first time with the fundamental issues. Most significantly, it at least defines methods for approaching an area which intellectually and practically defies any concrete delineation.

LESLIE CROCKER

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — RACIAL IMBALANCE — ALLEVIAION BY VOLUNTARY STATE ACTION


In Strippoli v. Bickal1, the appellate division of the New York Supreme Court considered the validity of a transfer of one hundred and eighteen non-white pupils to an all white school located in a non-contiguous school zone. The School District Association of the school to which the pupils were transferred contended that the transfer was made only to cure an existing racial imbalance in the two schools, and that this action was in contravention of the New York Education Law2 and the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. The respondent school board claimed that its purpose in transferring the students was only to alleviate overcrowding. The New York Supreme Court found the allegation of overcrowding unreasonable. The court found that the board’s true purpose was the correction of racial imbalance and therefore held the transfers void.3 The appellate division reversed, holding that the board of education’s decision to transfer students does not become unlawful merely because the factor of racial balance is accorded relevance.4

The Strippoli decision represents ruling case law in New York. The rationale of the decision was first pronounced in Balaban v. Rubin,5 in which the court of appeals upheld positive school board action to reduce de facto segregation. In Balaban, existing racial imbalance was cured by constituting the Brownsville School one-

2. N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 3201 reads as follows: “No person shall be refused admission into or be excluded from any public school in the state of New York on account of race, creed, color or national origin.”
third Negro, one-third Puerto Rican, and one-third non-Puerto Rican white. The question in both Strippoli and Balaban was therefore the same: May a school board take affirmative action to alleviate racial imbalance? The courts in both instances answered in the affirmative, basing their decisions on section 3201 of the New York Education Law which reiterates the mandate of Brown v. Board of Educ. The rationale seems to be that if the acts of a school board exclude no one on the basis of race, its actions are permissible. Neither of the courts in the above cases carried the constitutional justification for its decision beyond the ruling in Brown, for both were apparently convinced that since the issue was not one of compulsory integration, there could be no constitutional violation. Hence, both decisions imply that voluntary state action, which is explicitly racial and taken to reduce de facto segregation, engenders no violation of the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment.

Recent decisions in three federal circuit courts, however, suggest that the implicit conclusion of the New York courts is not valid. In the leading case of Boson v. Rippy, the Fifth Circuit struck down a plan requiring the operation of mixed schools if the parents of both races so desired. The court emphatically stated that Negroes have no right to attend schools with whites; that their only right is to be treated as individuals without regard to race. In a supplemental opinion to Boson, the Fifth Circuit was even more explicit on this point. At issue in that instance was a plan giving pupils the privilege of transferring from schools in which they were in a racial minority. The court declared "that classifica-

8. In Balaban v. Rubin the court said:
   There can be no doubt . . . that de jure segregation is unconstitutional. The question, however, as to whether there is an affirmative constitutional obligation to take action to reduce de facto segregation is simply not in this case. The issue, we repeat, is: May (not must) the schools correct the racial imbalance? The simple fact as to the plan adopted and here under attack is that it excludes no one from any school and has no tendency to foster or produce racial segregation. Therefore, we hold, section 3201 of the Education Law is in no way violated by this plan, nor was there any other legal impediment to its adoption. Balaban v. Rubin, 14 N.Y.2d 193, 199, 199 N.E.2d 375, 377, 250 N.Y.S.2d 281, 284 (1964).
   In Strippoli v. Bickal the court said: "The only question before us is whether . . . the schools may also attempt to correct racial imbalance and this issue has already been resolved by our highest court. . . ." Strippoli v. Bickal, 21 App. Div. 2d 365, 368, 250 N.Y.S.2d 969, 972 (1964).
9. 285 F.2d 43 (5th Cir. 1960).
10. Id. at 47.
tion according to race for purposes of transfer is hardly less unconstitutional than such classification for purposes of original assignment to a public school." Thus, the two Boson decisions cast a shadow upon the New York procedures.

The Fourth Circuit has reached a similar result. In *Green v. School Bd.*,[12] the original assignment of pupils to segregated schools with discriminatory provisions for transfer was held unconstitutional. Finding the plan infected with racial considerations, the court said: "As we have more than once made clear, school assignments, to be constitutional, must not be based in whole or in part on considerations of race."[13]

Decisions in the Sixth Circuit, now reversed,[14] provided some basis for sustaining the action taken in New York. In *Kelley v. Board of Educ.*, the Sixth Circuit upheld a transfer privilege similar to that condemned in the supplemental opinion in *Boson v. Rippy.*[18] The court's reasoning in *Kelley* is similar to that found in the New York cases;[17] namely, that "it is the denial of the right to attend a nonsegregated school that violates the child's constitutional rights."[18] Since the transfer privilege was voluntary and excluded no one, it "does not deprive any of the children of equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment."[19] But *Goss v. Board of Educ.*, a unanimous United States Supreme Court decision, crushed the logic of the Sixth Circuit. Overruling that circuit's decisions on the transfer privilege, the Court seemed to adopt the position taken in *Boson v.*

11. *Id.* at 48. For other Fifth Circuit decisions supporting the same proposition see, e.g., Stell v. Savannah-Chatham County Bd. of Educ., 333 F.2d 55 (5th Cir. 1964); Armstrong v. Board of Educ., 333 F.2d 47 (5th Cir. 1964); cf. Collins v. Walker, 329 F.2d 100 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 901 (1964).
12. 304 F.2d 118 (4th Cir. 1962).
13. *Id.* at 122. For other Fourth Circuit decisions supporting the same proposition see, e.g., Wheeler v. Durham City Bd. of Educ., 309 F.2d 630 (4th Cir. 1962); Dodson v. School Bd., 289 F.2d 439 (4th Cir. 1961); Hill v. School Bd., 282 F.2d 473 (4th Cir. 1960).
16. 285 F.2d 43 (5th Cir. 1960).
17. N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 3201.
18. *Id.* at 230.
19. *Id.* at 230.
Rippy. The Court boldly stated that "classifications based on race for purposes of transfers between public schools, as here, violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." On this basis it would seem that the New York scheme, which is essentially a classification based on race for purposes of transfers between public schools, is proscribed. But the Goss decision is a limited one. The Court noted that there the transfer privilege was a "one way operation" and as such promoted segregation; thus, "no official transfer plan or provisions of which racial segregation is the inevitable consequence may stand under the Fourteenth Amendment." But, since the "inevitable consequence" of the New York plan is hardly racial segregation, it is unlikely that it would be found invalid if ever brought to a test in the Supreme Court.

Nonetheless, the sweeping language of many of the recent federal decisions purports to make racial classifications for any purpose invalid per se. If this be true, the New York integration plan is unconstitutional on its face. However, it has been suggested that the equal protection clause is not so restrictive. It does not proscribe state action to distinguish, select, and classify the objects of legislation so long as there is a reasonable basis for the legislative action, and so long as the classification bears some reasonable relation to the object of the legislation. Traditionally, racial classifications have failed to meet this test, the only basis for the state action having been prejudice. Divorning itself from prejudice,